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Abstract. Skyline frequent-utility itemsets (SFUIs) can provide more actionable
information for decision-makingwith both frequency andutility considered. In this
paper, the problemofminingSFUIs byfiltering utilities fromdifferent perspectives
is studied. First, filtering by frequency is considered. The max utility array (MUA)
structure is designed, which is proved to have a size no larger than the size of arrays
in state-of-the-art algorithms. Using the MUA, the utility-list is verified to prune
unpromising itemsets and their extensions. Second, filtering using transaction-
weighted utilization is applied. The minimum utility of SFUIs is proposed and the
proof that this concept can be used as a pruning strategy in the early stage of search
space traversal is provided. Finally, filtering using utility itself is also considered.
The minimum utility of extension is presented, and its use as a pruning strategy
during the extension stage of search space traversal is validated. Based on these
filtering methods, a novel algorithm called SFUIs mining based on utility filtering
(SFUI-UF) is proposed. Extensive experimental results show that the SFUI-UF
algorithm can discover all correct SFUIs with high efficiency and low memory
usage.

Keywords: Skyline frequent-utility itemsets · Max utility array · Minimum
utility of SFUIs · Minimum utility of extension

1 Introduction

Itemset mining is a core task in data mining. Several types of itemsets [10] have been
proposed, among which, frequent itemsets (FIs) and high utility itemsets (HUIs) are the
two most influential. FIs are itemsets that have high frequency [6], whereas HUIs are
itemsets that have high profit [11].

To meet users’ multiple needs and provide them with more informative knowledge,
researchers have been paying increasing attention to combining FIs and HUIs. In [12],
the utility-frequent itemset (UFI) and its mining algorithm were proposed considering
both utility and support. Setting a single threshold of FIs or HUIs is a difficult problem,
let alone two thresholds that are needed simultaneously. Furthermore, the algorithm’s
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efficiency is another challenging issue for mining UFIs because the downward closure
property does not hold when support and utility are considered together.

To solve this problem, skyline frequent-utility itemsets (SFUIs) were proposed [2].
An itemset is an SFUI if it is not dominated by any other itemset in the database con-
sidering both frequency and utility. Using both frequency and utility is meaningful. For
example, parents of students may choose to rent houses for the students according to the
price and distance of the houses from the school to save the time that it takes for students
to travel to and from school. In this case, the distance from the house to the school and
the price of the house are contrasted; that is, a house that is close to the school normally
has a higher price than a house that is far from the school.

In the first SKYMINE algorithm [2], a tree structure was used to transform the
original information. To improve efficiency, the utility-list (UL) structure was used in
SFU-Miner [8], SKYFUP-D [3], and SKYFUP-B [3] algorithms. Becausemining SFUIs
does not require either a support threshold or utility threshold, the algorithm’s efficiency
is still the most challenging issue for the SFUI mining (SFUIM) problem.

We propose an SFUIM algorithm called SFUI-UF. First, we design the max utility
array (MUA) structure, which is smaller than arrays in mainstream algorithms. Using
this array, we propose a UL-based pruning strategy to omit unpromising itemsets and
their extensions. Second, we propose the minimum utility of SFUIs (MUS), which is the
highest utility of single items that have the highest frequency. Considering transaction-
weighted utilization, the MUS is an effective strategy that can prune unpromising single
items and all their extensions. Third,we present theminimumutility of extension (MUE),
which is the utility of the itemset that generates the enumeration itemsets. The MUE is
an effective pruning strategy for search space traversal. Finally, we conducted extensive
experiments. Our results showed that the proposed algorithm is efficient and memory-
saving compared with mainstream algorithms.

2 SFUIM Problem

Let I = {i1, i2,…, im} be a finite set of items. Set X ⊆ I is called an itemset, or a
k-itemset if it contains k items. Let D = {T1, T2, …, Tn} be a transaction database.
Each transaction Td ∈ D (1 ≤ d ≤ n), where d is a unique identifier, is a subset of I.
The frequency of itemset X, denoted by f (X), is defined as the number of transactions in
which X occurs as a subset.

The internal utility q(ip, Td) represents the quantity of item ip in transaction Td . The
external utility p(ip) is the unit profit value of item ip. The utility of item ip in transaction
Td is defined as u(ip, Td) = p(ip) × q(ip, Td). The utility of itemset X in transaction
Td is defined as u(X ,Td ) = ∑

ip∈X
u
(
ip,Td

)
. The utility of itemset X in D is defined as

u(X ) = ∑

X⊆Td∧Td∈D
u(X ,Td ). The transaction utility (TU) of transaction Td is defined

as TU(Td) = u(Td , Td). Because utility is not a measure that maintains the downward
closure property, Liu et al. [5] proposed the transaction-weighted utilization (TWU)
model. TWU can be used as the upper bound of utility, and it is proved that an itemset is
not an HUI if its TWU is lower than the minimum utility threshold. Formally, the TWU
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of itemset X is the sum of the TUs of all the transactions containing X, which is defined
as TWU (X ) = ∑

X⊆Td∧Td∈D
TU (Td ).

Considering both frequency and utility factors, an itemset X dominates another item-
set Y in D, if f (X) ≥ f (Y ) and u(X) > u(Y ), or f (X) > f (Y ) and u(X) ≥ u(Y ), which is
denoted by X � Y. An itemset X in a database D is an SFUI if it is not dominated by any
other itemsets in the database considering both frequency and utility factors. An itemset
X is considered as a potential SFUI (PSFUI) if there is no itemset Y such that f (Y ) =
f (X), and u(Y ) > u(X), and it was proved that all SFUIs are PSFUIs [8]; hence, we can
enumerate the PSFUIs first, and then filter the actual SFUIs from the PSFUIs.

Based on the above definitions, the SFUIM problem is to discover all the non-
dominated itemsets in the database by considering both frequency and utility factors.

Table 1. Example database

TID Transactions TU

1 (B, 1), (D, 1) 7

2 (A, 1), (B, 1), (C, 1), (D, 1), (E, 1) 18

3 (B, 2), (D, 1), (E, 1) 13

4 (D, 1), (E, 1) 9

5 (A, 4), (B, 1), (D, 1), (E, 2) 39

6 (B, 4), (E,1) 12

7 (C, 2) 2

Table 2. Profit table

Item A B C D E

Profit 6 2 1 5 4

As a running example, consider the transaction database in Table 1 and the profit
table in Table 2. For convenience, an itemset {D, E} is denoted by DE. In the example
database, the utility of item E in transaction T2 is u(E, T2) = 4 × 1 = 4, the utility of
itemset DE in transaction T2 is u(DE, T2) = 5 + 4 = 9, and the utility of itemset DE
in the transaction database is u(DE) = u(DE, T2) + u(DE, T3) + u(DE, T4) + u(DE,
T5) = 40. The TU of T2 is TU(T2) = u(ABCDE, T2) = 18, and the utilities of the
other transactions are shown in the third column of Table 1. Because DE is contained
by transactions T2, T3, T4, and T5, f (DE) = 4, and TWU(DE) = TU(T2) + TU(T3) +
TU(T4)+ TU(T5)= 79. Because an itemset that has a frequency of 4 and utility greater
than 40 does not exist, DE is considered as a PSFUI. We can further verify that DE is
not dominated by any other itemsets, so it is an SFUI.
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3 Related Work

Yeh et al. [12] first proposed the concept of UFIs and designed a two-phase algorithm for
mining UFIs. Then, the FUFM algorithm was proposed to mine UFIs more efficiently
[9]. Both frequency and utility thresholds are required to discover UFIs. However, it is
difficult for non-expert users to set these two appropriate thresholds.

To consider both frequency and utility without setting thresholds, Goyal et al. intro-
duced SFUIs and proposed the SKYMINE algorithm for mining them [2]. Considering
both frequency and utility, SFUIs are itemsets that are not dominated by any other item-
sets. Thus, neither the frequency threshold nor utility threshold is needed. The UP-tree
structure is used in the SKYMINE algorithm to transform the original data for mining
SFUIs using a pattern-growth approach.

Using the UL structure [4], Pan et al. proposed the SFU-Miner algorithm to discover
SFUIs [8]. Compared with the UP-tree, the UL can identify SFUIs directly without
candidates. Furthermore, the umax array has been proposed to store information about
the maximal utility for each occurrence frequency, which can be used to identify the
non-dominated itemsets efficiently based on the utility and frequency measures. With
the above structures, the SFU-Miner is more efficient than SKYMINE algorithm.

Lin et al. proposed two algorithms, that is, SKYFUP-D and SKYFUP-B, for mining
SFUIs by depth-first and breadth-first traversing the search space, respectively [3]. In
these two algorithms, the UL is also used, and the utility-max structure is designed to
keep the maximal utility among the itemsets if their frequency is no lower than the index
parameter.

Different from the UL, Nguyen et al. designed an extent utility list (EUL) structure in
their FSKYMINE algorithm for mining SFUIs [7]. For EUL, the utility of the expanded
itemset in UL is decomposed into two fields: the utility of the itemset before extension
and the utility of the item before appending to the enumeration itemset. Using EUL, new
pruning strategy is proposed to speed up the mining process of SFUIs.

Compared with existing methods, we design new array structure with frequency,
and propose three utility filter strategies to prune the search space. Thus, the overall
performance is improved.

4 Proposed Algorithm

4.1 UL Structure

The same as the methods in [3, 8], we also use the UL to transform the original data.
Let � be the total order (e.g., lexicographic order) of items in the database D. The UL
of an itemset X, denoted by X.UL, is a set of triads, in which each triad consists of three
fields denoted by (tid, iutil, rutil), where tid is the ID of a transaction containing X; iutil
is the utility of X in Ttid , that is, iutil(X, Ttid) = u(X, Ttid); and rutil is the remaining
utility of all the items after X in Ttid . Let Ttid / X be the set of items after all items of X
in Ttid according to �, rutil(X ,Ttid ) = ∑

i∈(Ttid /X ) u(i,Ttid ).
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4.2 Max Utility Array

We propose an array to store utility with respect to frequency.

Definition 1 (Max utility array). Let f max be the maximal frequency of all 1-itemsets
in D. The MUA is an array that contains f max elements. The element that has frequency
f (1 ≤ f ≤ f max) is defined as

MUA(f ) = max { u(X ) | f (X ) ≥ f }, (1)

where X is an itemset. The MUA is similar to utilmax [3]; the difference between them
is the size of the array. According to [3], the size of utilmax is |D|, that is, the number of
transactions in D, whereas the size of MUA is f max .

Theorem 1. For the same transaction database D, the MUA covers all frequencies and
|MUA| ≤ |utilmax|, where |MUA| and |utilmax| are the number of elements in the MUA
and utilmax, respectively.

Proof . The frequency measure satisfies the downward closure property; that is, for
any two itemsets X and Y, if X ⊆ Y, f (X) ≥ f (Y ).

We first prove that the maximal frequency of 1-itemsets, f max , is also the maximal
frequency of all the itemsets. We prove this by contradiction. Let ixiy be a 2-itemset that
has the highest frequency of all the itemsets. Because ix ⊂ ixiy, f (ix) ≥ f (ixiy). Because
f max is the maximal frequency of 1-itemsets, f max ≥ f (ix) ≥ f (ixiy). This contradicts the
assumption. Similarly, for any k-itemset Z, we also have f max ≥ f (Z). Thus, f max is also
the maximal frequency of all the itemsets.

According to Definition 1, all frequencies between 1 and f max correspond to an
element of the MUA. Because f max is also the maximal frequency of all the itemsets,
the MUA covers all frequencies in D. Furthermore, |MUA| = f max ≤ |D| = |utilmax|. �

In real-world transaction databases, very few itemsets appear in every transaction.
Thus, the size of the MUA is no larger than that of utilmax, in most cases, and memory
consumption can be saved.

Theorem 2. Let X be an itemset. If the sum of all iutil and rutil values in X.UL is less
than MUA(f(X)), then X and all the extensions of X are not SFUIs.

Proof . According to the assumption, there exists an itemset Y such that u(Y )
= MUA(f (X)); that is, u(Y ) >

∑
d∈X .tids (iutil(X ,Td ) + rutil(X ,Td )), where X.tids

denotes the set of tids in X.UL. Thus,

u(Y ) >
∑

d∈X .tids
iutil(X ,Td ) = u(X ). (2)

Based on Definition 1, f (Y ) ≥ f (X). Thus, Y dominates X and X is not an SFUI.
Let Z be arbitrary extension of X. Then X ⊂ Z; hence, f (Z) ≤ f (X). Because f (X) ≤

f (Y ), f (Z) ≤ f (Y ) holds. Similarly,

u(Y ) >
∑

d∈X .tids
(iutil(X ,Td ) + rutil(X ,Td )) ≥ u(Z). (3)

Thus, Y also dominates Z and Z is not an SFUI. �
Based on Theorem 2, we can prune the search space effectively using MUA.
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4.3 Pruning Strategies

We also propose two pruning strategies. They are used in the initial stage and extension
stage of the SFUI-UF algorithm.

Definition 2 (Minimumutility ofSFUIs). LetDbe a transactiondatabase.Theminimum
utility of SFUIs (MUS) in D is the maximal utility of single items that have the highest
frequency, which is defined as

MUS = max {u(i) | f (i) = fmax}, (4)

where i is an item in D and f max is the maximal frequency of all 1-itemsets in D.
In the running example, three items have the highest frequency: f (B) = 5, f (D) = 5,

and f (E) = 5. Since u(B) = 18, u(D) = 25, and u(E) = 24, MUS = 25.

Theorem 3. Let ixbe a 1-itemset. If TWU(ix)<MUS, ixand all itemsets containing ixare
not SFUIs.

Proof . Let ic be the 1-itemset with f (ic) = f max and u(ic) = MUS. Because u(ix) ≤
TWU(ix) <MUS = u(ic) and f (ix) ≤ f max = f (ic), ix is dominated by ic. Thus, ix is not
an SFUI.

Consider an arbitrary itemset X containing ix: u(X) ≤ TWU(ix)<MUS = u(ic), and
f (X) ≤ f (ix) ≤ f max = f (ic). Thus, X is dominated by ic and X is not an SFUI. �

Using Theorem 3, once a 1-itemset is found to have TWU lower than the MUS, this
itemset and all its supersets can be pruned safely. In our algorithm, the MUS is set to
the initial values of each element in the MUA, whereas for umax [8] and utilmax [3], all
initial values are set to zero.

Definition 3 (Minimum utility of extension). Let X be an itemset, ix be an item, and
X ∪ ix be an extension of itemset X. Then u(X) is defined as the minimum utility of
extension (MUE) of X ∪ ix, which is denoted by MUE(X ∪ ix).

Consider itemset A and its extension AD in the running example:MUE(AD)= u(A)
= 30.

Theorem 4. Let X be an itemset and Y be an extension of X. If u(Y)<MUE(Y), Y is not
an SFUI.

Proof . Because Y is an extension of X, X ⊂ Y. Hence, f (Y ) ≤ f (X). Because u(Y )<
MUE(Y )= u(X), Y is dominated byX. Thus, Y is not an SFUI. �

Using Theorem 4, we can prune those unpromising extensions during search space
traversal.

4.4 Algorithm Description

Algorithm 1 describes the proposed SFUI-UF algorithm.
The transaction database is first scanned once to determine themaximal frequency of

all 1-itemsets and theMUS (Step 1). According to Theorem3, Step 2 prunes unpromising
items using the MUS, and then the TWU values of the remaining items are updated in
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Step 3. The loop from Step 4 to Step 9 sorts the items in ascending order of TWU in
each transaction and builds the UL of each item. The next loop (Steps 10–12) initializes
each element of the MUA as the MUS. S-PSFUI and S-SFUI denote the sets of PSFUIs
and SFUIs, and they are initialized as empty sets in Steps 13 and 14, respectively. The
procedure P-Miner (described in Algorithm 2), which determines all PSFUIs, is called
in Step 15. The function tail(X) is the set of items after all items in X according to the
total order of items, denoted by�. Specifically, tail(X)= {j ∈ I | for ∀i ∈ X, i� j}. In the
SFUI-UF algorithm, ascending order of TWU is used. Then Step 16 calls the function
S-Miner (described in Algorithm 3) to return all SFUIs. Finally, Step 17 outputs all the
discovered SFUIs.

Algorithm 2 generates the PSFUIs by extending the enumerating itemset via depth-
first search space traversal. For each item i in tail(X), Step 2 first formulates a candidate
itemset by appending i after X. According to Theorem 4, the new candidate is not
processed until its utility is no lower than the MUE (Steps 3–12). If the utility of the
candidate is no lower than the corresponding element in the MUA, the MUA is updated
using the utility and frequency of the candidate in Step 5, and the candidate is determined
as a PSFUI in Step 6.When a new itemset is inserted, some itemsets already in S-PSFUIs
may be dominated by the newly inserted itemset. The dominated itemsets are removed
from S-PSFUIs in Step 7. If the sum of all the iutil and rutil values in the UL of the new
candidate is no lower than the corresponding value in theMUA, the P-Miner procedure is
called recursively to determine the new PSFUIs in Step 10. Finally, the updated S-PSFUI
is returned in Step 14.
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In Algorithm 3, all itemsets in the S-PSFUI are checked individually. Only those
itemsets that are not dominated by other PSFUIs are verified to be the actual SFUIs.

4.5 Illustrated Example

We use the transaction database in Table 1 and profit table in Table 2 to explain the basic
idea of the SFUI-UF algorithm. When D is scanned once, f max = 5 and MUS = 25.
Because TWU(C) = 20<MUS, C is deleted from the database. Then, the TWU values
of remaining items are recalculated, and the results are TWU(A) = 56, TWU(B) = 88,
TWU(D) = 85, and TWU(E) = 90.

Thus, according to TWU-ascending order, the remaining four items are sorted as
A�D�B�E. With this order, each transaction in the database is reorganized, and the
result is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Reorganized database

TID Transactions TU

1 (D, 1), (B, 1) 7

2 (A, 1), (D, 1), (B, 1), (E, 1) 17

3 (D, 1), (B, 2), (E, 1) 13

4 (D, 1), (E, 1) 9

5 (A, 4), (D, 1), (B, 1), (E, 2) 39

6 (B, 4), (E,1) 12

Then, the constructed UL structures for all remaining 1-itemsets are shown in Fig. 1.
The MUA contains five elements, and each element is initialized as 25.

We take A as an example. We can calculate u(A) = 30 by summing up its iutils in
Fig. 1. Furthermore, f (A) = 2 and u(A) > MUA(2). Then MUA(2) is updated to 30.
Accordingly, MUA(1) is also updated to 30. At this moment, MUA = {30, 30, 25, 25,
25}. Then, A is added into the S-PSFUI as a PSFUI. Because iutil(A, T2) + rutil(A,
T2) + iutil(A, T5) + rutil(A, T5) = 56 > MUA(2), the procedure P-Miner is called
recursively taking A, tail(A) = DBE, and the MUA as parameters.

A D B E
tid iutil rutil tid iutil rutil tid iutil rutil tid iutil rutil
2 6 11 1 5 2 1 2 0 2 4 0
5 24 15 2 5 6 2 2 4 3 4 0

3 5 8 3 4 4 4 4 0
4 5 4 5 2 8 5 8 0
5 5 10 6 8 4 6 4 0

Fig. 1. ULs of the remaining 1-itemsets

Then, we can obtain a new candidate AD by extending A using D. Similarly, f (AD)
= 2 and u(AD) = 40. Because u(AD) > MUA(2), the MUA is updated to {40, 40, 25,
25, 25}. Then, AD is added into the S-PSFUI as a PSFUI. Because itemset A is already
in the S-PSFUI, and f (A) = f (AD), A is then deleted from the S-PSFUI.

We perform these operations recursively until all items are processed. Finally, MUA
= {56, 56, 40, 40, 25}, and the discovered SFUIs are shown in Table 4. The search space
of the running example is shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the blue nodes containing a red cross are pruned. C and all its child nodes
are pruned according to Theorem 3, whereas ABE is pruned according to Theorem 2.
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Table 4. Discovered SFUIs

SFUI Frequency Utility

ADBE 2 56

DE 4 40

D 5 25

C

{}

A B ED

CA CD CECB ABAD AE

CAD CAB CAE CDB CDE ADE

DB DE BE

ADB ABE DBE

CADB CADE CABE

CADBE

CDBE

CBE

ADBE

unvisited itemsets visited itemsets

Fig. 2. Search space of the running example

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our SFUI-UF algorithm and compare it
with SFU-Miner [8], SKYFUP-D [3], and SKYFUP-B [3]. The source code of SFU-
Miner was downloaded from the SPMF data mining library [1], and the source codes of
SKYFUP-D and SKYFUP-B were provided by the author.

Our experiments were performed on a computer with a 4-Core 3.40 GHz CPU and
8GBmemory running 64-bitMicrosoftWindows 10. Our programswerewritten in Java.
We used six datasets for performance evaluation, five real datasets downloaded from the
SPMF data mining library [1], and one synthetic dataset generated using the transaction
utility database generator provided on the SPMF[1]. We present the characteristics of
the datasets in Table 5.

The five real datasets, Chess, Foodmart, Mushroom, Ecommerce, and Connect, con-
tain utility information. The synthetic dataset T25I100D50k do not contain the utility
value or quantity of each item in each transaction. Using a random transaction database
generator provided in SPMF [1], we generated the unit profit for items following a
Gaussian distribution.
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Table 5. Characteristics of the datasets

Dataset #Trans #Items Avg. Trans. Len Max. Trans. Len

Chess 3,196 76 37 37

Foodmart 4,141 1,559 4.42 14

Mushroom 8,124 120 23 23

Ecommerce 14,975 3,803 15.4 29

Connect 67,557 129 43 43

T25I100D50k 50,000 100 25 25

5.1 Search Space Size

We first compare the sizes of the search spaces of the four algorithms, where the size
of an algorithm’s search space refers to the number of nodes this algorithm visited. We
show the results in Table 6.

Table 6. Comparison of the sizes of the search spaces

Dataset #SFUIs Sizes of search spaces

SFU-Miner SKYFUP-D SKYFUP-B SFUI-UF

Chess 35 15,433,601 3,750,820 122,363 915,101

Foodmart 1 1,307,831 1,232,033 773,580 773,400

Mushroom 17 810,440 79,710 9,910 22,710

Ecommerce 2 22,309,811 18,590,045 3,471 2,731

Connect 46 - 13,335,429 - 4,349,427

T25I100D50k 6 193,981,690 2,123,115 - 1,595,532

For the six datasets, the proposed SFUI-UF algorithm and SKYFUP-D algorithm
returned correct results in all cases, whereas the other two algorithms could not on the
Connect dataset. Furthermore, SKYFUP-B algorithm could also not find any results on
T25I100D50k dataset. Specifically, SFU-Miner did not return any results after 12 h, and
the problem of memory leakage occurred for the SKYFUP-B algorithm. We use “-” for
these three entries.

Table 6 clearly shows that the number of SFUIs is very scarce, which is in sharp
contrast to the huge search space. Thus, mining SFUIs is a truly challenging problem.
Among these four algorithms, SFU-Miner performed worst. This is mainly because the
elements of the umax array only recorded the maximal utility of a specific frequency,
whose pruning effect was worse than those of the other two array structures. The search
spaces of SFUI-UF were always smaller than those of SFU-Miner and SKYFUP-D. The
search spaces of SFUI-UF were comparable to those of SKYFUP-B. This shows that
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the MUS was effective for search space pruning. This is because once a top-ranked item
was pruned using the MUS, a large number of its child nodes were pruned. Thus, the
search space was reduced greatly.

5.2 Runtime

Wedemonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm and the comparison algorithms.We show
the comparison results in Table 7.

For the same reason mentioned in Sect. 5.1, we do not report the runtime of SFU-
Miner for the Connect dataset, and the runtimes of SKYFUP-B for the Connect and
T25I100D50kdatasets. Table 7 shows that SFUI-UFwas alwaysmore efficient thanSFU-
Miner and SKYFUP-D. Furthermore, SFUI-UF is demonstrated to bemore efficient than
SKYFUP-B except for theEcommerce dataset.More importantly, SFUI-UF successfully
discovered SFUIs on all six datasets, whereas SKYFUP-B encountered the problem of
memory leakage on two datasets. This shows that, in addition to theMUS, theMUEwas
effective for avoiding generating unpromising candidates. Thus, efficiency improved.

Table 7. Runtime of the compared algorithms

Unit (Sec) SFU-Miner SKYFUP-D SKYFUP-B SFUI-UF

Chess 169.50 40.14 37.35 29.28

Foodmart 0.57 0.44 0.46 0.34

Mushroom 9.30 2.10 2.22 1.73

Ecommerce 7.37 5.54 0.39 1.20

Connect - 6,643.63 - 4,176.86

T25I100D50k 2781.29 139.02 - 108.85

5.3 Memory Consumption

Wecompare thememory usage of the four algorithms.Wemeasuredmemory usage using
the Java API, and show the results in Table 8. SFUI-UF performed best on most datasets,
except Foodmart and Connect. Additionally, besides the reasons mentioned in Sect. 5.1
and Sect. 5.2, the MUA structure was also an important factor for saving memory. As
stated in Sect. 4.2, the size of the MUA equals the maximal frequency of the 1-itemset,
whereas for umax in SFU-Miner [8], and utilmax in SKYFUP-D and SKYFUP-B [3],
their sizes are both equivalent to the number of transactions in the database. To show
the effect of the MUA, we compared the sizes of the three arrays, and show the results
in Table 9.
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Table 8. Memory usage of the compared algorithms

Unit (MB) SFU-Miner SKYFUP-D SKYFUP-B SFUI-UF

Chess 128.24 154.31 1,754.45 41.30

Foodmart 12.48 12.48 85.45 50.70

Mushroom 52.49 123.02 110.50 22.72

Ecommerce 75.08 80.43 69.52 23.50

Connect - 409.12 - 574.91

T25I100D50k 155.34 128.69 - 90.91

Table 9. Sizes of arrays of the compared algorithms

Dataset umax utilmax MUA

Chess 3,196 3,196 3,195

Foodmart 4,141 4,141 25

Mushroom 8,124 8,124 8,124

Ecommerce 14,975 14,975 1,104

Connect 67,557 67,557 67,473

T25I100D50k 50,000 50,000 12706

The results in Table 9 show that the sizes umax and utilmax were always equivalent
to each other on all the six datasets, whereas the size of the MUAwas only equivalent to
those of umax and utilmax for the Mushroom dataset. The superiority of the MUA was
obvious on the three datasets: Foodmart, Ecommerce and T25I100D50k. Particularly,
for Foodmart, the size of the MUA was two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
other two arrays. This is because, for most part, the items in the dataset do not appear in
every transaction, the length of the MUA will always be less than or equal to the length
of umax and utilmax, and the more sparse the dataset, the more significant the difference
will be.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we solve the SFUIM problem by proposing a novel algorithm called SFUI-
UF. Because the frequency measure satisfies the downward closure property, we focused
our algorithm on utility, similar to other SFUIM algorithms. The main idea of SFUI-UF
is to filter utilities from three perspectives, that is, frequency, TWU, and utility itself,
which have been formally proved. The SFUI-UF algorithm uses the UL structure to
transform the original database, and traverses the search space in a depth-first manner.
The experimental results on both real and synthetic datasets showed that SFUI-UF can
discover accurate SFUIs with high efficiency and low memory usage.
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